The mixture of factor analyzers (MFA) model is a famous mixture model-based approach for unsupervised learning with high-dimensional data. It can be useful, inter alia, in situations where the data dimensionality far exceeds the number of observations. In recent years, the MFA model has been extended to non-Gaussian mixtures to account for clusters with heavier tail weight and/or asymmetry. The generalized hyperbolic factor analyzers (MGHFA) model is one such extension, which leads to a flexible modelling paradigm that accounts for both heavier tail weight and cluster asymmetry. In many practical applications, the occurrence of missing values often complicates data analyses. A generalization of the MGHFA is presented to accommodate missing values. Under a missing-at-random mechanism, we develop a computationally efficient alternating expectation conditional maximization algorithm for parameter estimation of the MGHFA model with different patterns of missing values. The imputation of missing values under an incomplete-data structure of MGHFA is also investigated. The performance of our proposed methodology is illustrated through the analysis of simulated and real data.
INTRODUCTION
M ODEL-BASED clustering is a popular exploratory analysis tool for unsupervised learning, or clustering. A finite mixture model is fitted to data, thereby revealing the group structure. A finite mixture model is a convex linear combination of a finite number of component densities. Historically, the Gaussian mixture model has dominated the model-based clustering literature (e.g., [1] , [2] ). However, the Gaussian mixture model is sensitive to both non-normality and the presence of heavy tails in the clusters. In recent years, finite mixtures of non-Gaussian distributions have flourished (e.g., [3] , [4] ). A recent review of model-based clustering is given by [5] , a review focusing on high-dimensional data is presented by [6] , and extensive details are given by [7] .
When clustering high-dimensional data where the number of variables p is high relative to the number of observations n, model-based clustering techniques may produce unreliable results due to singular or near-singular estimates of the component covariance or scale matrices. In fact, larger values of p alone can cause significant problems due to the fact that many mixture model-based approaches have Oðp 2 Þ free parameters. To introduce parsimony, families of mixture models have been developed by imposing constraints on the component covariance or scale matrices (e.g., [1] , [8] , [9] ). Each of these families arises via the imposition of constraints on the constituent parts of an eigen-decomposition of the component covariance or scale matrix (see [10] ). Although these families of mixture models significantly reduce the number of free parameters in the component covariance or scale matrices, these matrices either remain Oðp 2 Þ or are diagonal. Accordingly, we either still have Oðp 2 Þ parameters in the component covariance or scale matrices or we have a model with very restrictive assumptions.
The mixture of factor analyzers (MFA) model (see [11] , [12] ) reduces the number of model parameters to OðpÞ. As the first robust modelling extension of MFA to accommodate atypical observations, [13] and [14] proposed mixtures of tfactor analyzers (MtFA). Since then, non-Gaussian analogues of mixtures of factor analyzers have gained popularity, including work on mixtures of skew-t factor analyzers (MSTFA; [15] ), mixtures of skew-normal factor analyzers [4] , mixtures of variance-gamma factor analyzers [16] , and mixtures of generalized hyperbolic factor analyzers (MGHFA; [17] ). The latter approach is particularly relevant to the work described herein.
Recently, more attention has been paid to the analysis of heterogeneous high-dimensional data involving different patterns of missing values. There are two strategies to convert a partially observed dataset to a completely observed one: deletion or imputation. Deletion removes the subjects with missing values, therefore it is inadvisable when a substantial fraction of variables are affected. [18] propose a method that augments classical k-means clustering on deleted data via a tuning parameter for each variable containing missing entries based on the known relative importance of the variable in clustering. However, there are no guidelines on how to select the tuning parameters when the relative importance is unknown. Imputation fills in missing entries with plausible estimates of the missing values. Mean imputation and multiple imputation are two popular state-of-the-art frameworks for handling missing data (e.g., [19] , [20] , [21] ). These imputation approaches work well only when the plausible values for the missing data can be identified. [22] propose the k-POD algorithm, which is a method for k-means clustering on partially observed data. The k-POD method employs a majorization-minimization (MM) algorithm (see [23] , [24] ) to identify a cluster that is in accord with the observed data. Because k-POD performs imputations iteratively, similar to the model-based clustering framework described herein, there are some similarities in how missing data are handled. However, the usual limitations of k-means apply to k-POD, e.g., it essentially fits spheres of equal radius.
Many model-based clustering techniques, such as the commonly used MFA and MtFA approaches, require complete data for statistical analysis. To overcome this weakness, [25] generalized the mixture of common factor analyzers (MCFA) model-which is more restrictive than the MFA model-to accommodate missing values. To model high-dimensional data with heavier tailed clusters, [26] further generalizes the mixture of common-t factor analyzers (MCtFA) approach to accommodating missing values. [27] develop a mixture of generalized hyperbolic distributions and a mixture of skew-t distributions that account for missing data; however, these approaches are not applicable to high-dimensional data.
In this paper, we aim to develop a unified approach, based on the MGHFA model, for handling high-dimensional data in the presence of missing values as well as heavy-tailed and/or asymmetric clusters. Maximum likelihood estimates for our MGHFAMISS model are computed via a variant of the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [28] . Throughout, we assume that the data are missing-at-random (MAR; [29] ), so that the missing data mechanism is ignorable. MAR means that the cause of the missingness is unrelated to the missing values, but may be related to the observed values of other variables. To ease the computational burden, two auxiliary permutation matrices are introduced, as in [30] . As a by-product, the proposed procedure provides a conditional predictor to impute the missing values and a classifier to cluster partially observed vectors.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief review of the generalized hyperbolic distribution and its building block, the generalized inverse Gaussian distribution. In Section 3, we formulate the MGHFA model under an incomplete framework and study some of its statistical properties. Section 4 describes the algorithm for parameter estimation and imputation of missing values via a conditional predictor. Some practical issues including the initial values and model selection are also addressed. In Section 5, the methodology is illustrated through simulated data with varying proportions of artificially missing values and a real ozone dataset with truly missing values. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
BACKGROUND

Generalized Inverse Gaussian Distribution
The random variable W 2 R þ is said to have a generalized inverse Gaussian (GIG) distribution [31] with parameters , x, and c, denoted W $ GIGð; x; cÞ, if its probability density function (pdf) is given by
where c; x 2 R þ , 2 R, and K ðÁÞ is the modified Bessel function of the third kind with index . [32] , [33] , [34] , and [35] have demonstrated statistical properties of the GIG distribution, including the tractability of the following expectations:
These expected values lead to the development of a computationally efficient E-step for the parameter estimation that is presented in Section 4. Browne and McNicholas [3] introduce an alternative parameterization of the GIG distribution by setting
. Write W $ Ið; h; vÞ to denote a random variable W with this formulation and note that the density of W is given by
where h 2 R þ is a scale parameter and v 2 R þ is a concentration parameter. Note that this parameterization of the GIG distribution is an important ingredient for building the generalized hyperbolic distribution presented later.
Multivariate Generalized Hyperbolic Distribution
Several generalized hyperbolic distributions are available in the literature (e.g., [3] , [36] , [37] ). Following [3] , a p Â 1 random vector X is said to follow a generalized hyperbolic distribution, denoted by X $ GHD p ð; v; m m; S S; b bÞ, if it can be represented by
U?W , with index parameter , concentration parameter v, location vector m m, dispersion matrix S S, and skewness vector b b. Here, W $ Ið; h ¼ 1; vÞ, U $ N ð0; S SÞ, the symbol ? indicates independence, and it follows that X j w $ N ðm mþ wb b; wS SÞ. So, the pdf of the generalized hyperbolic random vector X is given by
where dðx; m m j S SÞ ¼ ðx À m mÞ 0 S S À1 ðx À m mÞ is the squared Mahalanobis distance between x and m m, K denotes the modified Bessel function of the third kind with index , and # # ¼ ð; v; m m; S S; b bÞ denotes the model parameters.
METHODOLOGY
MFA and MGHFA Models
Given n independent p-dimensional continuous variables X 1 ; . . . ; X n , which come independently from a heterogeneous population with G subgroups, the MFA model can be written as
with probability p g , for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n and g ¼ 1; . . . ; G, where m m g is a p Â 1 vector of component central location, L L g is a p Â q matrix of factor loadings, U ig $ N ð0; I q Þ is a q Â 1 vector of latent factors, and ig $ N ð0; C C g Þ is a p Â 1 vector of errors with C C g ¼ diagðc g1 ; . . . ; c gp Þ. Note that the U ig are independently distributed and are independent of the ig , which are also independently distributed. Under this model, the marginal distribution of X i from the gth component is N ðm m g ; L L g L L 0 g þ C C g Þ. Tortora et al. [17] consider an MGHFA model, where
Note that U ig and ig satisfy the same independence relationships as for the MFA model. It
Then, they arrive at the MGHFA model with density
g þ C C g and # # denotes the model parameters. To denote which component each X i belongs to, it is convenient to introduce Z 1 ; . . . ; Z n , where Z i ¼ ðZ i1 ; . . . ; Z iG Þ with Z ig ¼ 1 if x i belongs to the gth component and Z ig ¼ 0 otherwise. It follows that Z i follows a multinomial distribution with one trial and cell probabilities p 1 ; . . . ; p G , denoted by Z i $ Mð1; p 1 ; . . . ; p G Þ. From (6), a four-level hierarchical representation of MGHFA models can be formulated as follows:
MGHFAMISS Model
To 
Now, some important consequences are summarized in the following proposition, which is useful for evaluating the required conditional expectation in the E-step of the algorithm described in the next section. Proposition 1. From the MGHFA model (6) and the hierarchical representations given in Section 3.1, we have: a. The conditional distribution of X o i given w ig and
where c
where a a ig ¼ L L 0 g S oo ig . The proof of Proposition 1 is straightforward and hence omitted.
COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES
Learning via the AECM Algorithm
To compute the maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters of MGHFA model with partially observed data, we adopt a modification of the expectation-conditional maximization (ECM) algorithm [38] , namely the alternating ECM (AECM) algorithm [39] . More precisely, the ECM algorithm is an extension of the EM algorithm, where the M-step is simplified by performing a sequence of analytically tractable conditional maximization (CM) steps, and the AECM algorithm is an extension of the ECM algorithm where the specification of complete-data, i.e., the observed data plus the unobserved (missing and/or latent) data, is allowed to be different at each cycle of the algorithm. In our MGHFA-MISS model, the complete-data is composed of the observed data x o i as well as the missing data x m i , the missing labels z ig , the latent w ig , and the latent factors u ig .
For this application of the AECM algorithm to our MGHFAMISS model, one iteration consists of two cycles, with one E-step and five CM-steps in the first cycle and one E-step and two CM-steps in the second cycle. In the first cycle of the algorithm, we update the mixing proportions p g , the component means m m g , the skewness b b g , the concentration parameters v g , and the index parameters g . In the second cycle of the algorithm, we update the factor loadings matrices L L g and the error covariance matrices C C g .
In the first cycle of the AECM algorithm, when estimating p g , g , v g , m m g , and b b g , the complete-data consist of the observed x o i , the missing x m i , the labels z ig , and the latent w ig . Hence, the complete-data log-likelihood is
In the E-step of the first cycle, in order to compute the expected value of the complete-data log-likelihood log L 1 , we need to compute
As usual, the expected value of Z ig is given by
which are implicit functions of parameters and can be evaluated directly by applying Propositions 1 (d) and (2) .
Recall that
Then, based on Proposition 1 (c), the following conditional expectations are obtained:
After the expected value Q 1 of the complete-data loglikelihood (10) is formed, maximizing Q 1 with respect to p g , m m g , and b b g gives rise to the parameter updateŝ
The estimates of the parameters v g and g are given as solutions to maximize the following function:
where c g ¼ 1=n g P n i¼1ẑ ig c ig , and the associated updates arê
;
where the superscript 'prev' denotes the previous estimate.
In the second cycle of the AECM algorithm, when estimating L L g and C C g , the complete-data include the observed data x o i , the missing data x m i , the group labels z ig , the latent w ig , and the latent factors u ig . The complete-data log-likelihood can be written
In the E-step of the second cycle, in order to compute the expected value of the complete-data log-likelihood log L 2 , in addtion to the same conditional expectations from the E-step of the first cycle, we will also need to compute
Then, based on Propositions 1 (f) and 1 (g), we obtain the following conditional expectations:
Therefore, it follows that the expected value of the complete-data log-likelihood (11) evaluated with z ig ¼ẑ ig , m m g ¼m m g , and b b g ¼b b g is of the form
ignoring terms that are constant with respect to L L g and C C g . Differentiating Q 2 with respect to L L g and C C g , respectively, and setting the resulting derivatives equal to zero gives rise to their updateŝ
The AECM algorithm iteratively updates the parameters until a suitable convergence rule is satisfied. Herein, the Aitken acceleration [40] was employed to stop our AECM algorithm. The Aitken acceleration at iteration k is a ðkÞ ¼ ½l ðkþ1Þ À l ðkÞ =½l ðkÞ À l ðkÀ1Þ , where l ðkÞ is the log-likelihood value evaluated at iteration ðkÞ. Following [41] , an asymptotic estimate of the log-likelihood at iteration k þ 1 is given by l ðkþ1Þ 1 ¼ l ðkÞ þ 1 1 À a ðkÞ l ðkþ1Þ À l ðkÞ :
[42] recommend that the AECM algorithm is stopped when l ðkþ1Þ 1 À l ðkÞ < , provided that this difference is positive; we note that a similar criterion was proposed by [43] . In the examples herein (Section 5), we set ¼ 10 À5 .
Imputation of Missing Data
When convergence is achieved, we obtain the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters denoted bŷ Q Q ¼ fp g ; g ;v g ;m m g ;b b g ;L L g ;Ĉ C g : g ¼ 1; . . . ; Gg. Therefore, the a posteriori probability of group membership for each observation at convergence can be estimated by
The resultingẑ ? ig can be used to cluster observations into groups based on the maximum a posteriori (MAP) probabilities. Specifically, MAPðẑ
When analyzing incomplete data, it is often important to fill in the missing data with plausible values. We implement the imputation of the missing values based on the conditional mean method. That is, by substituting the maximum likelihood estimatesm m g ,b b g ,L L g , andĈ C g (g ¼ 1; . . . ; G). This leads to a predictor of x m i given by
Notes on Implementation
Similar to any EM-type iterative algorithm, the AECM algorithm may suffer from computational problems such as slow convergence or even failure to converge. Often, good initial parameter values may speed up the convergence or lead to the attainment of a global optimum. To try to overcome computational difficulties, we recommend a simple procedure to automatically obtain a set of suitable initial values for the AECM algorithm, as follows. * Generate the initial values for L L g and C C g via the eigendecomposition ofŜ S ð0Þ g as follows.
The initial values of the jth column of L L g are set as g ð0Þ j ¼ ffiffiffiffi ffi d j p r j , where d j is the jth largest eigenvalue ofŜ S ð0Þ g and r j is the jth eigenvector corresponding to the jth largest eigenvalue ofŜ S ð0Þ g for j 2 f1; . . . ; qg. The matrix C C g is then initialized asĈ C ð0Þ g ¼ diagðŜ S ð0Þ g ÀL L ð0Þ gL L ð0Þ 0 g Þ. * Set the skewness parameterb b ð0Þ g % 0 for the near asymmetric assumption and set the index parameter ð0Þ g ¼ 1 and the concentration parameterv ð0Þ g ¼ À0:5.
To select an appropriate MGHFAMISS model in terms of the number of mixture components G and the number of latent factors q, we adopt a widely used model selection criterion: the Bayesian information criterion (BIC; [44] ). The BIC is defined as
where lðQ QÞ is the maximized log-likelihood value, r is the number of free parameters, and n is the number of observations.
While practical evidence (e.g., [45] , [46] ) suggests that the BIC performs well in choosing the number of mixture components and the number of latent factors, it is worthwhile to note that the BIC can be unreliable for the MFA models depending on the situation at hand (see [47] , [48] ). Instead, [47] suggest an alternative criterion to identify the suitable number of latent factors based on the approximate weight of evidence (AWE; [10] ). The AWE is given by
ig is the entropy of the classification matrix with the ði; gÞth entry beingẑ ? ig . Clearly, the AWE penalizes complex models more severely than the BIC, and thus tends to select more parsimonious models in practice. Bigger values of the BIC or AWE indicate preferable models. Nevertheless, there is no optimal strategy with respect to which criterion is the best, and a combined use of BIC and AWE may be helpful in selecting reasonable candidate models.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Simulation Studies
To examine the performance of the MGHFAMISS model developed herein, we compare our proposed procedure to the existing mean imputation approach and the MSTFA model with missing values (MSTFAMISS). Respective EM algorithms for learning the MGHFAMISS and MSTFAMISS models are implemented in R [49] . A two-step procedure is considered. First, the missing values are imputed according to mean imputation, where the missing values are replaced by their unconditional means. Next, the model parameters are estimated based on the "completed" data using some existing clustering methods found in R, namely: * Parsimonious Gaussian mixture models (PGMM; [45] ): model-based clustering using Gaussian mixtures of factor analyzers. We use the function pgmmEM via the R package pgmm [50] to derive the results. For the purpose of comparison, the covariance structure is set to be UUU, i.e., we fit the MFA model. * MGHFA [17] : model-based clustering using mixtures of generalized hyperbolic factor analyzers. The function MGHFA via the R package MixGHD [51] is used to derive the results. The samples were generated from a three-component MGHFA model with q ¼ 2 latent factors and n g ¼ 200. Specifically, the data x i were generated from
with probability p g , where U ig and ig satisfy distributional assumptions as in (6) and g 2 f1; 2; 3g. The model parameters are given in Table 1 . Fig. 1 depicts a scatterplot of the simulated data and its underlying cluster structure for one of the simulated datasets. Synthetic missing datasets are simulated by removing n Â r elements from each column through three different MAR patterns under four missing rates: r ¼ 5%, r ¼ 10%, r ¼ 20% and r ¼ 30%. Data points in each column c (c ¼ 1; . . . 5) are sorted in descending order. Column c þ 1 is then divided into three equal blocks and, for each block, a Fig. 1 . Scatterplot of one of the simulated datasets, where colours reflect true class.
specified number of elements (see Table 2 ) are removed at random. When c ¼ 6, the first column is used rather than column c þ 1.
For comparison, group memberships are initialized using k-means clustering. The clustering experiments comprise 30 replications per combination of missing pattern and missingness rate. The performance assessments in terms of classification are evaluated through the adjusted Rand index (ARI; [52] ) and misclassification (error) rates (ERR). In this study, we fit the simulated data using PGMM with mean imputation (MI-PGMM), MGHFA with mean imputation (MI-MGHFA), MSTFAMISS, and MGHFAMISS models with G ¼ 3 and q ¼ 2.
Tables 3, 4 and 5 report the mean of the BIC, AWE, ARI, and ERR together with their corresponding standard deviations (Std. Dev.) under each combination considered. Moreover, the frequencies (Freq.) supported by the BIC and AWE are also recorded. Not surprisingly, the results indicate that the best model based on the BIC and AWE is an MGHFAMISS model. At low levels of missingness (i.e., r ¼ 5% and r ¼ 10%), all methods perform well for all three patterns. The performance drops significantly for MI-PGMM and MI-MGHFA at the highest level of missingness (i.e., r ¼ 30%). Moreover, the ARI values from mean imputation approaches are different for each pattern when r ¼ 30%. Both MGHFAMISS and MSTFAMISS perform well at high levels of missingness, giving much higher ARI and much lower ERR than those resulting from the MI-PGMM and MI-MGHFA models. Next, the predictive accuracy of the imputation of missing values is explored. The empirical discrepancy measure for imputed values is simply
where n Ã ¼ P n i¼1 ðc À c o i Þ is the number of missing values. Table 6 shows the mean MSEs together with their standard deviations. The MGHFAMISS and MSTFAMISS models substantially outperform MI for all cases.
We then compare our approach with the k-POD algorithm [22] , via the function kpod in the R package kpodclustr. Table 7 reports the mean of the ARI and ERR together with their corresponding standard deviations (Std. Dev.) under various missing rates for Pattern 1. The MGHFAMISS approach substantially outperforms k-POD in all cases with the presence of longer tails and asymmetry in data. Notably, [22] show their result is superior to that of state-of-the-art imputation methods, such as Amelia imputation [19] , mi imputation [20] and mice imputation [21] .
To explore the speed of the proposed algorithm, we generate samples with n 2 f150; 300; . . . ; 1500g under various missing rates for Pattern 1. Table 8 and Fig. 2 show the run time (in seconds) per iteration over 100 repetitions of the experiment. We see that the run time increases linearly with the sample size n for both cycles. Fig. 2 shows that the missing rate has an impact on run time for the first cycle only.
Italian Wine Data
In addition to the simulated data experiments, our MGHFA-MISS approach is applied to real data. In this first experiment, we apply MGHFAMISS to the well-known Italian wine data, collected by [53] on wines grown in the same region in Italy but derived from three cultivars: 59 Barolo, 71 Grignolino, and 48 Barbera. There are n ¼ 178 samples of The wine data are standardized prior to analysis using the scale function in R. Then, we modify the standardized wine data by adding seventeen noisy attributes, which are irrelevant for clustering purposes, to the original attributes. Following [25] , the noise attributes are generated from an independent uniform distribution on the interval ðÀ1; 1Þ. These two datasets (i.e., original wine data and modified wine data) are complete, so for illustration purposes we remove entries through an MAR mechanism to obtain approximately 5, 10, 20, and 30 percent overall missingness.
To compare the BIC and the AWE with respect to choosing the number of latent factors, the MGHFAMISS model with G ¼ 3 and q ¼ 1; . . . ; 7 is applied for parameter estimation. Simulations were run with a total of thirty replications under each scenario considered. Table 9 summarizes the frequencies of each of the candidate models preferred by the BIC and the AWE for the original and modified wine data under various missing rates. Similar to [25] , the AWE tends to select models with a smaller number of factors than BIC does. Compared to [25] , our proposed MGHFA model chooses a smaller number of latent factors based on BIC and the same number of latent factors based on AWE. Table 10 lists average ARI and mean ERR together with their corresponding standard deviations under the MGHFAMISS and the MSTFAMISS models. As anticipated, as the missingness rates increase, the ARI values and the ERR values generally decrease and increase, respectively. Adding noisy variables leads to a slight worsening of the classification performance. In addition, the average ARI under the MGHFAMISS models is higher than the MSTFA-MISS models except for the highest level of missingness (i.e., r ¼ 30%). This is not surprising because the clusters in the wine data are not highly skewed. However, when the missing rate reaches 30 percent, the two approaches yield similar results.
Ozone Level Detection Data
To further demonstrate the proposed methodology, ozone level detection data with truly missing values are analyzed herein. The dataset, available from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [55] , was originally collected by [56] for the Houston, Galveston, and Briazoria (HGB) area from several databases within two major federal data warehouses and one local database for air quality control. These are, respectively, the United States Environmental Protection Agency Air Quality System and National Climate Data Center from the federal government and Continuous Ambient Monitoring Stations operated by the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality. There are two ground ozone level datasets: one is the one hour peak set, the other is the eight hour peak set, and both consist of at least 2,500 observations with 72 continuous features containing various measures of air pollutant and meteorological information for the HGB area. As stated by [57] , forecasting ozone days is challenging because the dataset is sparse, contains a large number of irrelevant features (only about 10 out of 72 features have been verified by environmental scientists to be useful and relevant), has (cluster) skewness, and has a lot of missing values.
The one hour ozone data feature 73 ozone days versus 2,463 normal days and the eight hour ozone data feature 160 ozone days versus 2,374 normal days. Both datasets contain 8.2 percent missing values. The status of whether a day is an ozone day or normal day was recorded for each observation, and is naturally used as the true class variable. These datasets have been previously analyzed by [25] and [57] . [25] analyzed these datasets using an MCFA approach.
Before performing the fitting, we scale the partially observed dataset using the scale function in R. Following [25] , we fit a two-component MGHFAMISS model with q ¼ 1; . . . ; 60. Note that the largest number of latent factors is chosen such that the relationship ðp À qÞ 2 > ðp þ qÞ is satisfied (see [58] ). Considering a plot of the BIC and AWE values versus the number of latent factors for the MGHFAMISS model ( Fig. 3) , the BIC and the AWE both prefer q ¼ 30 for the one and eight hour ozone data. The best model reported by [25] had q ¼ 43 and q ¼ 44, based on the BIC, for the one hour and eight hour ozone data, respectively, and q ¼ 34, based on the AWE, for both datasets. [57] points out that there are a large number of irrelevant features for both datasets; accordingly, it is notable that our MGHFAMISS approach prefers smaller q when compared to [25] .
To assess the classification performance, following [25] , we apply 7-fold (in terms of years) cross-validation (CV) procedures and estimate the correct classification rate (i.e., 1 À ERR) for both the one hour and eight hour ozone AWE  BIC  AWE  BIC  AWE  BIC  AWE  BIC  AWE  BIC  AWE  BIC  AWE  BIC  AWE   1  16  30  24  30  29  30  30  30  30  30  30  30  30  30  30  30  2 data. Observations from one of the seven years are treated as the testing data and the remaining observations are treated as training data. The correct classification rate lies in the range from 57.9 to 71.7 and from 54.6 to 73.2 percent for the one hour and eight hour ozone data, respectively. Even though the classification accuracy is not very high, it is slightly superior to the maximum correct classification rate of 72.5 percent reported by [25] for the eight hour ozone data. Notably, they show their result is superior to that of the GMIX imputation [30] and mclust [59] methods.
DISCUSSION
The MGHFA model has been extended to accommodate complex missing patterns for high-dimensional data with heavy tails and strong asymmetry. By borrowing the attractive features of the GIG distribution, we developed an efficient and elegant parameter estimation for the MGHFA-MISS model within an AECM framework. To simplify matrix manipulations, two auxiliary permutation matrices were incorporated in the procedure. The analysis of simulated and real data reveal that the proposed method is quite effective for the reconstruction of the missing values and outperforms other competing models for unsupervised learning when data contain missing information and clusters exhibit non-normal features such as asymmetry and/or heavy tails. The wine data example shows the MGHFAMISS model can be superior to the MSTFAMISS model when the data has a relatively low missingness rate and clusters that are not highly skewed.
There are computational challenges that must be addressed when fitting the MGHFAMISS model. Most particularly, the AECM algorithm requires the imputation of missing values on each iteration of the algorithm and, as the number of missing values becomes large, this task becomes increasingly time consuming. Implementing this approach in parallel would help to ease this computational burden. Also, families of parsimonious models could be obtained by considering a generalized hyperbolic analogue to the PGMM models of [45] and [60] . Future work will also include investigation of alternatives to the AECM algorithm for parameter estimation, e.g., via a Bayesian approach (e.g., [61] , [62] , [63] ). Alternatives to the BIC and the AWE for selecting the number of latent factors q, such as the LASSO-penalized BIC [48] , will be considered for model selection. 
